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T

he Collegio Carlo Alberto is a foundation created in 2004 as a
joint initiative of the Compagnia di San Paolo and the University
of Torino. The Collegio fosters research and higher education in

the social sciences, adhering to the values and practices of the international
academic community. Our mission is:
• to attract and retain
talented researchers
in Turin and at the

MISSION

University of Torino;
• to conduct first rate
research in Economics,
Law, Political Science
and Sociology;
• to provide top-level
undergraduate and
graduate education in
the above disciplines;
• to organize outreach
activities;
• to carry out policy
analysis and impact
evaluation exercises.
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T

he Collegio offers a dynamic and interdisciplinary research
environment. Our scientific community consists of resident faculty,
recruited on the international academic job market, fellows and

affiliates from the University of Torino, and visiting scholars. We have broad
research interests that include education, family and households, innovation,
labor and firms, migration and development, savings and pensions, and social

O

SCIENTIFIC
COMMUNITY

policies and welfare.

UR EXPERTISE
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FOCUS ECONOMICS, LAW, POLITICAL SCIENCE, SOCIOLOGY

DIFFERENT
RESEARCH
AREAS

THE COLLEGIO
IN FIGURES
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• our scientific community includes more than 60
researchers
• 21 resident faculty members, 17 with a PhD abroad
• half of the members of the junior faculty are
foreigners
• 54 articles in major international journals published
in 2018
• 50 working papers in 2018
• 5 ERC grants in the last 10 years and 39 European
projects funded in the last 5 years
• 140 seminars and 85 conferences and workshops in 2018
• 167 students in 2018

T

hese are the research questions we study:

• Governance and trust: why does the trust of citizens towards
democratic institutions diminish? How can we tackle this problem
and its side effects?

• Diversity and inequality in a plural society: what are the forms
of inequality in Western societies? How can we transform them into
opportunities?
•

Sustainability, stability
and security: how can we
safe future? What are the
risks ahead and how can
we deal with them?

•

Regulation of markets in
global contexts: how can
we guarantee the rights
of workers, consumers
and citizens in a world

RESEARCH

ensure a sustainable and

increasingly populated by
global companies?
•

Challenges and

opportunities of digital
transformation: how can
we prevent innovations
brought by digital
transformation from
being a cause of greater
inequality, both at the
economic and social level?
How can we turn them
into opportunities of
greater social well-being?

The Collegio hosts several research networks that share
its emphasis on interdisciplinary work within Economics,
Finance and Public Policies:
BRICK - Bureau of Research in Innovation, Complexity and
Knowledge
CeRP - Center for Research on Pensions and Welfare Policies
CHILD - Center for Household, Income, Labor, and Demographic
Economics
LABOR - Center for Employment Studies
LDF - Laboratorio Diritti Fondamentali (Fundamental Rights Laboratory)
LTI - Long - Term Investors@UniTo
Migration observatory - in partnership with Centro Studi Luca
d’Agliano
OEET - Turin Center on Emerging Economies
Frontier work like the one sketched above often requires advanced
and novel quantitative tools. This is an area where the Collegio
excels, thanks also to the Statistics Initiative undertaken jointly with
the Fondazione de Castro.
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T

he “Allievi” Honors Program complements the education of
academically outstanding students from the University of Torino and
the Polytechnic University of Torino. The aim of the Program is to

deepen the students’ kwowledge with additional courses and tutorials on the
Collegio’s core disciplines, taught in English. In this way, our Program prepares

EDUCATION
ALLIEVI
PROGRAM

students for successful careers both in academia and in the private sector.

The Allievi are divided into Junior

Selection of the candidates is based on

Allievi, who are enrolled in a Laurea

merit.

Triennale, and Senior Allievi, who

The Allievi interact on a daily basis

are enrolled in a Laurea Magistrale.

with the faculty of the Collegio.

Students in the Program are expected

Moreover, they have access to the

to fulfill their university requirements

Collegio’s facilities and scientific

with high proficiency, as well as to

activities, such as seminars, lectures,

participate in the individually tailored

master’s and doctoral courses.

additional activities at the Collegio.
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THREE ONE-YEAR MASTER’S DEGREE COURSES

ECONOMICS
FINANCE,
INSURANCE
AND
RISK
MANAGEMENT
COMPARATIVE
LAW
ECONOMICS
AND FINANCE
CLEF

DOCTORAL EDUCATION

VILFREDO
PARETO
DOCTORAL
PROGRAM IN
ECONOMICS
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INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAM ON
COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS OF
ECONOMICS,
INSTITUTIONS
AND LAW (IEL)

A

t the graduate level, for the Academic Year 2019/2020 the Collegio
organizes three one-year Master’s degree courses. The Master in
Economics provides training in the advanced analytical tools

and methodologies in the discipline, and a strong background for PhDs and
professional economists. The Master in Finance, Insurance and Risk

GRADUATE
EDUCATION

Management (MAFIRM), jointly organised with the University of Torino,

prepares students for highly skilled

The Collegio contributes to two

occupations in quantitative finance, like

doctoral programs in cooperation

risk and asset management in banking

with the University of Torino:

and insurance, Fintech, securities

the “Vilfredo Pareto” Doctoral

design and trading, banking and

Program in Economics and the

actuarial jobs.

International PhD Program on

The Master in Comparative

Comparative Analysis of Economics,

Law, Economics and Finance

Institutions and Law (IEL). Its

(CLEF) is organised jointly with the

facuty is also actively involved in the

Universities of Torino and Piemonte

doctoral programs of the Network of

Orientale “Amedeo Avogadro” and

the Advacement of Social and Political

the International University College of

Studies (NASP).

Turin.
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ONORATO
CASTELLINO
LECTURE

DISTINGUISHED
SCIENTIFIC
LECTURES

VILFREDO
PARETO LECTURE
IN ECONOMICS
AND SOCIAL
SCIENCES
SEMINAR SERIES
WORKSHOPS
CONFERENCES
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T

he Collegio’s scientific communication activities include
events for the general public and Distinguished
Scientific Lectures, addressed to a broad audience of

OUTREACH

social scientists, students and practitioners.

Since its foundation the Collegio

Lecture in Economics and Social

has hosted hundreds of prominent

Sciences. Scientific dissemination is

speakers, including Nobel laureates

the main focus of our Collegio Aperto

(Angus Deaton, James J. Heckman,

initiative. Delivered by leaders in

Michael Kremer, Eric S. Maskin,

the academic and the policy worlds,

Thomas J. Sargent and Jean Tirole),

the Collegio Aperto lectures center

leaders of financial institutions,

on topics of current interest as seen

authors and entrepreneurs.

from the perspective of the social

International distinguished speakers

sciences. Finally, our seminar series,

are the centerpiece of our series of

workshops and conferences,

Distinguished Scientific Lectures: the

organized by Collegio scholars or by

biennial Carlo Alberto Medal Lecture,

the research networks, are geared

the annual Onorato Castellino Lecture

toward an audience of academics and

(organized by the research network

students in specific disciplines.

CeRP), and the annual Vilfredo Pareto
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O

ur emphasis on excellence in research motivated the
institution of the Carlo Alberto Medal, a recognition
awarded to an Italian economist (resident in Italy

or abroad) under the age of 40 for outstanding research

CARLO
ALBERTO
MEDAL

contributions to the field of Economics (broadly defined).

The recipient delivers the Carlo
Alberto Lecture and is nominated
Honorary Fellow of the Collegio.

research activity with renewed
commitment. For Italian scholars

The prize is given to Italian young

who work at universities and research

scholars in economics for their

institutions abroad, the prize is a

exceptional scientific achievements.

public acknowledgement on the part of

For young scholars at Italian

their country of origin.

universities, it provides them with

WINNERS
Matteo Maggiori (2019), Alessandra Voena (2017), Guido Menzio
(2015), Veronica Guerrieri (2013), Oriana Bandiera (2011), Fabio
Maccheroni (2010), Marco Battaglini (2009), Enrico Moretti (2008),
12Persico (2007)
Nicola

a further incentive to pursue their

CREDITS
thecreativeexhibitionprojectofthe
premisesoftheCollegio CarloAlberto
is a collaboration between:
- TRULY | Urban Artist
- Lageard Architettura
- Studio Vairano Architettura

III

graphic design e stampa tipografialapiazza.it

Piazza Arbarello 8, Torino
Tel +39 011.6705000 - Fax +39 011.6705088
segreteria@carloalberto.org
www.carloalberto.org

HELP US LOWER OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

THE COLLEGIO AND THE ENVIRONMENT. The Collegio is committed to develop and maintain a sustainable and environmentally responsible way of
working and minimizing waste. This brochure is printed on FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified paper www.carloalberto.org/environment

